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Most claims for discrimination in recruitment have no maximum limit.
Can your business afford compensation of perhaps £20,000 because you made a simple mistake?
How do you make sure you don't break the law?
We set out below the main principles involved in the recruitment of employees. We have written this factsheet in an
accessible and understandable way but some of the issues may be very complicated.
Professional advice should be sought before any action is taken.

Good recruitment procedures
Employers recruiting staff can make simple but very expensive mistakes in all sorts of ways when trying to take on new staff.
Sound recruitment procedures help avoid mistakes, as well as ensure that your recruitment process improves and you take
on better staff as well.

Where can things go wrong?
You can easily make mistakes at various stages in the recruitment process that would probably mean you would lose your
case at an Employment Tribunal.
These stages include:
• defining the job itself or identifying the person required
• attracting candidates by advertising
• how you assess the candidates you see
• making the actual selection decision
• the terms of employment that you offer.
The danger, quite apart from the cost of recruiting the wrong person and then having to get rid of them and recruit again, is
that someone whom you have turned down at some point in the process may complain to an Employment Tribunal that you
discriminated against them in accordance with the Equality Act 2010. If the Tribunal finds the claim to be valid then
compensation can be awarded not just for actual loss but also to compensate for projected future loss and what is known as
‘injury to feelings’.

Equality Act 2010
The Equality Act 2010 replaces all previous equality legislation, and covers age, disability, gender reassignment, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership and pregnancy and maternity. These are now called
‘protected characteristics’.

Discrimination
Discrimination occurs when someone is treated less favourably than another person because of their protective
characteristic. There are four definitions of discrimination:
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Direct Discrimination: treating someone less favourably than another person because of their protective characteristic
Indirect Discrimination: having a condition, rule, policy or practice in your company that applies to everyone but
disadvantages people with a protective characteristic
Associative Discrimination: directly discriminating against someone because they associate with another person who
possesses a protected characteristic
Perceptive Discrimination: directly discriminating against someone because others think they possess a particular
protected characteristic
Acts of discrimination would involve either establishing different, unjustifiable and therefore discriminatory recruitment criteria
or deliberately excluding certain categories, for example, ‘men only may apply’. Indirect Discrimination is not as obvious (and
indeed employers can find themselves committing indirect discrimination quite unintentionally and innocently).
Examples of indirect discrimination would include:
• setting recruitment criteria which are not actually justified by the job or job description but which have the effect of
discriminating against certain groups of people (eg requiring exam qualifications suggesting skills which are not actually
needed by the job and which could discriminate against individuals with learning difficulties)
• using assessment tests measuring abilities not required by the job but which could discriminate against groups of people
(ie reasoning ability tests for unskilled manual jobs which could discriminate against those without English as a first
language)
• setting different tests for different applicants for a job (eg female applicants cannot be asked to carry out tests of physical
strength if male applicants are not asked to do the same)
• asking questions of some applicants and not of others (the classic and very common example being that of asking a female
applicant when she intends starting a family).
In considering whether an act of indirect discrimination has occurred or not, an Employment Tribunal can draw reasonable
inferences from an employer’s normal practices in addition to looking at the facts of the particular case. The Tribunal
members might for example, in the case of a claim for racial discrimination, look at the ethnic makeup of the existing
workforce and compare this with the ethnic makeup of the local community. A significant difference between these
proportions could suggest to the Tribunal that discrimination is more likely to have happened.

Possible but strictly limited exceptions where applicants can be chosen on grounds of sex, sexual
orientation, religion, race or age.
Whilst direct and indirect discrimination are generally prohibited, the legislation accepts that in some occupations it may be
necessary to be of a particular sex, sexual orientation, religion, racial group or age. These limited exceptions are referred to
as being Genuine Occupational Reasons (GORs) (there are no such exceptions for disability). None of the legislation actually
allows discrimination to be used to maintain a balance between the sexes, the religious or the racial mix.
If a discrimination claim is brought, the burden of proof is on the employer to prove there is a GOR. You must decide whether
a GOR exists before advertising the job. All roles in an organisation must be considered separately; if there is a GOR relating
to one role, it will not necessarily apply to all roles within the organisation.
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GORs should be reviewed each time the job becomes vacant, as circumstances may change. If only a few tasks require that
the employee has a particular characteristic, you should consider whether duties could be reallocated to other employees
who do meet the requirement.
Examples of GOR’s in relation to varying types of discrimination are as follows:

Sex
• physiology - for example in modelling
• decency or privacy - where there is likely to be physical contact between the job holder and persons of the opposite sex to
which the latter might object such as lavatory attendants - care needs to be taken here if there are a number of posts
meaning that such contact would not necessarily happen
• single sex establishments - such as prisons
• working outside the UK
• where a job involves living in and the premises which are available do not allow for appropriate privacy or decency - again
care needs to be taken as the GOR will not be upheld if the employer could reasonably be expected to make suitable
facilities available
• personal services such as welfare/personal/educational where these can best be provided by a man or woman - this GOR
is used by social services and welfare providers.

Religion or Belief
• A hospital wishes to appoint a chaplain to minister the spiritual needs of the patients and staff. The hospital is not a
religious organisation but decides a chaplain ought to have a religion or similar belief. The hospital may be able to show
that it is a GOR within the context of the job for the post holder to have a religion or similar belief
• A Christian school may be able to show that being a Christian is a requirement of the teachers whatever subject they teach.

Sexual Orientation
A scenario where a business is advertising an opportunity to work in a middle eastern country. Because gay sex (even
between consenting adults) is criminalised in that country, the business may be able to demonstrate it is a GOR for the
person taking the job not to be gay, lesbian or bisexual.

Age
Where there is a requirement for a position as an actor for an old or young part.

Race
• dramatic performance where an individual of a particular ethnic background is required
• authenticity such as the requirements for a particular modelling assignment
• providing welfare services to people of a particular racial group, where services can most effectively be provided by a
member of the same racial group due to their understanding of cultural needs and sensitivities.
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Positive Discrimination
Since April 2011 Section 159 of the Equality Act 2010, permits employers to treat individuals with a protected characteristic
more favourably than others in connection with recruitment or promotion. This applies only to candidates of equal merit and
the more favourable treatment must enable or encourage an individual to overcome or minimise a disadvantage or participate
in an activity where he or she is under-represented in that activity.

Disability
The definition of what constitutes a disability can be split into three parts:
• the employee must be suffering from a physical or mental impairment
• the impairment must have a substantial effect on the ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities, which would include
things like using a telephone, reading a book or using public transport. Substantial means more than minor or trivial
• the effect must be long-term, in other words have already lasted for at least 12 months or be likely to last that long.
The Equality Act 2010 includes new protection from discrimination arising from disability. This includes indirect discrimination,
associative discrimination and discrimination by perception.

The meaning of disability
The Equality Act 2010 covers discrimination against disability which insists that employers may not treat a person with a
disability less favourably than other persons without justifiable reasons. However, this does not apply if an employer shows
that they did not know, and could not reasonably have been expected to know, that a disabled person had the disability.
The Act requires employers to make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to the workplace where these would overcome the practical
effects of an individual’s disability. If an applicant for a position believes that he/she has been discriminated against they may
make a complaint to an Employment Tribunal.

What are ‘reasonable adjustments’?
In this context the word reasonable means whether or not such steps would be practicable and would actually have an effect,
and are reasonable given the resources of the employer. For example the local branch of Marks & Spencer would probably be
expected to have more resources than would a small local retailer.
Reasonable adjustments to the workplace that employers might be expected to make include:
• making adjustments to interview/selection process such as allowing extra time for assessments
• transferring the individual to fill another vacancy or to a different place of work
• altering working hours
• allowing them time during working hours for rehabilitation or treatment
• allocating some duties to another person
• arranging for special training
• acquiring or modifying premises, equipment, instructions or manuals
• providing readers or supervision.
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Claims against employers for discrimination
Applications can be made to an Employment Tribunal from someone who was not selected for an initial interview, for a final
short-list or offered the job, and who believes it was because of age, disability, gender reassignment, race, religion or belief,
sex, sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership, trade union membership or lack of such membership. The application
must be made within three months of the alleged discrimination and the Tribunal will take into account reasonable inferences
from the actual employment practices of the employer as well as from the particular facts of the individual case.

How we can help
We will be more than happy to provide you with assistance or any additional information required so please do contact us.

For information of users: This material is published for the information of clients. It provides only an overview of the regulations in force at the date of publication, and no action should be taken without consulting the detailed
legislation or seeking professional advice. Therefore no responsibility for loss occasioned by any person acting or refraining from action as a result of the material can be accepted by the authors or the firm.
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